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1 / United States
canyonlandS 
national park
 
Recently granted Gold Tier 
status by the International 
Dark-Sky Association, this 
stark wonderland of canyons, 
mesas, and buttes in southern 
Utah has all the ingredients for 
exceptional stargazing: altitude 
(the average elevation is 1,500 
meters), unpolluted skies, and 
an arid desert climate. Strike 
out on your own from one of the
park’s three visitor centers, or 
join a redrock astronomy 
(moab-astronomy.com) tour 
in nearby Moab, which includes 
use of host Alex Ludwig’s 
high-powered telescope.

2 / new Zealand
aoraki MackenZie 
 
Straddling the South Island’s 
Aoraki/Mount Cook National 
Park and the Mackenzie Basin, 
this reserve offers a prime spot 
to admire the three brightest 
stars of the night sky—
Sirius, Canopus, and Alpha 
Centauri—and the distant 
galaxies of the Magellanic 
Clouds, all exclusive to the 
Southern Hemisphere. From 
the lakeside town of Tekapo, 
earth & Sky (earthandskynz 
.com) takes guests by 
minibus to the flat summit 
of Mount John, where the 
night’s program might include 
a tour of New Zealand’s 
premier astronomical 
research observatory.

3 / Scotland
Galloway ForeSt park

Come nightfall, this 
75,000-hectare wilderness 
in southwest Scotland is 
considered one of the darkest 
places in Europe, with as 
many as 7,000 stars visible 
to the naked eye. Aspiring 
astronomers can see that 
and more during evening 
viewings at the Scottish dark 
Sky observatory (scottish 
darkskyobservatory.co.uk); 
located on the park’s northern 
edge above Loch Doon, 
the facility is home to a 
research-grade telescope 
and a planetarium. 

4 / namibia
naMibrand natUre 
reServe

Africa’s only dark-sky 
reserve lies deep within the 
Namib Desert, 97 kilometers 
from the nearest village. 
Zero light pollution means 
pristine viewing conditions 
for stargazers, who can scan 
the heavens with resident 
astronomers at &beyond 
Sossusvlei desert lodge 
(andbeyond.com), the 
reserve’s most exclusive 
accommodation; or keep 
their viewings private at the 
wolwedansa camp complex 
(wolwedans.com), where 
guests of its Mountain View 
Suite can avail themselves of 
an outdoor “stargazing” bed. 
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seeing stars
Few things are more stirring, or humbling, than staring up at the universe 

on a clear night, but you’ll need to leave the city lights behind—way behind—to see 
the heavens at their brightest. For some of the best stargazing on the planet, 

start with these dark-sky reserves and parks.   
By brooke Grebert-craiG 

Stellar 
performance
The Milky Way 

shines bright 
above sandstone 

spires in the 
Needles district 

of Utah’s 
Canyonlands 

National Park.


